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ABSTRACT
A premise at a heart of network analysis is that entities in a network
derive utilities from their connections. The influence of a seed set S
of nodes is defined as the sum over nodes u of the utility of S to u.
Distance-based utility, which is a decreasing function of the distance
from S to u, was explored in several successful research threads
from social network analysis and economics: Network formation
games [Bloch and Jackson 2007], Reachability-based influence
[Richardson and Domingos 2002; Kempe et al. 2003]; “threshold”
influence [Gomez-Rodriguez et al. 2011]; and closeness centrality
[Bavelas 1948].
We formulate a model that unifies and extends this previous work
and address the two fundamental computational problems in this
domain: Influence oracles and influence maximization (IM). An
oracle performs some preprocessing, after which influence queries
for arbitrary seed sets can be efficiently computed. With IM, we seek
a set of nodes of a given size with maximum influence. Since the IM
problem is computationally hard, we instead seek a greedy sequence
of nodes, with each prefix having influence that is at least 1−1/e
of that of the optimal seed set of the same size. We present the first
highly scalable algorithms for both problems, providing statistical
guarantees on approximation quality and near-linear worst-case
bounds on the computation. We perform an experimental evaluation
which demonstrates the effectiveness of our designs on networks
with hundreds of millions of edges.
1. INTRODUCTION
Structural notions of the influence of a set of entities in a network
which are based on the utility an entity derives from its connectivity
to others, are central to network analysis and were studied in the
context of social and economic models [3, 4, 16, 25, 29, 31, 39, 42]
with applications that include ranking, covering, clustering, and
understanding diffusion and network formation games. More for-
mally, influence is typically defined in terms of utilities ui j between
ordered pairs of entities. The influence of a single entity i, also
known as its centrality, is the sum of utilities Inf(i) = ∑ j ui j over
entities j. The influence of a set S of entities is the sum over entities
of the highest utility match from S:
Inf(S) =∑
j
max
i∈S
ui j .
One of the simplest and more popular definitions of influence
relies on reachability-based utility [26, 31, 40]. The network here
is a directed graph, where entities correspond to nodes. We have
ui j = 1 when the node j is reachable from node i. Therefore, the
influence of S is the number of entities reachable from S. A powerful
enhancement of this model is to allow for multiple instances, where
each instance is a set of directed edges, or for a distribution over
instances, and accordingly, define ui j as the respective average or ex-
pectation. The popular Independent Cascade (IC) model of Kempe
et al. [31] uses a distribution defined by a graph with independent
inclusion probabilities for edges.
More expressive utility is based on shortest-path distances [3, 4,
16, 25, 31, 39, 42]. Specifically, the utility is ui j = α(di j), where
α(d)≥ 0 is a non-increasing function [4, 16, 20, 41] applied to the
respective shortest-path distance. Reachability-based utility falls
out as a special case, using α(x) = 1 for finite x and α(+∞) =
0. Popular kernels include exponential decay α(x) = exp(−λx),
polynomial decay α(x) = 1/poly(x), Gaussian α(x) = exp(−λx2),
and threshold, which is obtained using α(x) = 1 when x ≤ T and
α(x) = 0 otherwise. This variety, used in practice, demonstrates the
value of this modeling flexibility.
A distance-based model for information diffusion in social net-
works was recently proposed by Gomez-Rodriguez et al. [27]. In
their model, the seed set S corresponds to the “infected” nodes and
edge lengths correspond to propagation time. The shortest paths
distance from S to a node v corresponds to the elapsed time until
v is “infected.” The decay function models the amount by which
slower propagaing is less valuable. Again, the modelling power is
enhanced by working with multiple instances (each instance is a
set of directed edges with lengths), or with a distribution over such
instances, and defining the utility as the average of α(di j) over in-
stances or as the expectation ui j = E[α(di j)] . In particular, a natural
model associates independent randomized edge lengths (REL) with
live edges [1,14,23,27], using exponential [1,14,27] or Weibull [23]
distributions.
We provide an intuitive explanation to the power of randomiza-
tion to improve the quality of reachability-based and distance-based
utility measures. We expect the utility ui j to be higher when there
is a short path and also to when there are more paths. The deter-
ministic shortest-path distance does not reflect paths multiplicity,
but with REL, a pair connected by more paths will have a shorter
expected distance than another pair, even when distances according
to expected edge lengths are equal [14]. In addition, randomization,
even as introduction of random noise, is a powerful tool in learning,
as it reduces the sensitivity of the results to insignificant variations
in the input and overfitting the data.
We note here that the work of Gomez-Rodriguez et al. and subse-
quent work on distance-based diffusion [23,27] was focused specifi-
cally on threshold decay functions, where for a threshold parameter
T , ui j = 1 only when the distance is at most T . Distance-based
utility with smooth decay functions, which we study here, naturally
occur in the physical world and was extensively studied also in the
context of data analysis [41] and networks [4, 16, 29, 39]. In par-
ticular, distance-based influence generalizes the distance-decaying
variant [6, 12, 16, 21, 39] of closeness centrality [3], which was
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studied with exponential, harmonic, threshold, and general decay
functions.
The two fundamental algorithmic problems in applications of
influence are influence computation and influence maximization
(IM).
Influence computation is the problem of computing the influence
of a specified seed set S of nodes. This can be done using multiple
single-source shortest-paths computations from the seed set, but the
computation does not scale well when there are many queries on very
large networks. Cohen et al. for reachability-based influence [15]
and Du et al. for threshold influence [23] designed influence oracles
which preprocess the input so that influence queries Inf(G ,S) for
a specified seed set S can be approximated quickly. In both cases,
a sketch, based on [11], is computed for each node so that the
influence of a seed set S can be estimated from the sketches of the
nodes in S. For general distance-based influence, we can consider
an oracle designed for a pre-specified function α (say reachability-
based or threshold), or a more powerful oracle which allows α to be
specified at query time.
Influence maximization is the problem of finding a seed set
S ⊂ V with maximum influence, where |S| = s is given. Since
reachability-based and threshold influence [27, 31] are special cases,
we know that distance-based influence maximization with general
α is NP-complete and hard to approximate to anything better than
1− (1−1/s)s of the optimum for a seed set of size s (the hardness
result is asymptotic in s) [24]. Fortunately, from monotonicity and
submodularity of these influence functions [27, 31], we obtain that
the greedy algorithm (GREEDY), which iteratively adds to the seed
set the node with maximum marginal influence, is guaranteed to
provide a solution that is at least 1− (1−1/s)s > 1−1/e of the op-
timum [37]. This (worst-case) guarantee holds for every prefix size
of the sequence of seeds reported, which means that the GREEDY
sequence approximates the Pareto front of the trade-off of seed set
size versus its influence. The Pareto front provides added value
since it characterizes the influence coverage of the network and can
be used to find bi-criteria sweet spots between the size of the seed
set and its coverage.
In terms of solution quality, also in practice, GREEDY had been
the gold standard for submodular maximization. Scalability, how-
ever, remains an issue for reachability-based influence even with
various optimizations [9, 34], and even when working with a single
instance. As a result, extensive research work on reachability-based
influence maximization proposes scalable heuristics [30], scalabil-
ity with guarantees only for a small number of seeds [7, 46], and,
more recently, SKIM, which computes a full approximate GREEDY
sequence [15] while scaling nearly linearly with input size. For
threshold influence, existing maximization algorithms are by Du et
al. [23] based on sketches [11] and by [45] based on an extension of
the reachability-based algorithm of [46]. These designs, when using
near-linear computation, can only provide approximation guaran-
tees for a small number of seeds, even when edge lengths are not
randomized.1
1Note that SKIM, which is the design we build on here, pro-
vides strong worst-case statistical guarantees on both accuracy and
running time, for producing a full approximate greedy sequence
of seeds. The computation is proportional to the size of the in-
stances and is near-linear when the number of instances is small.
Other existing algorithms, even related ones also based on reverse
searches [7,11,23,46], do not compute a full sequence in near-linear
time: The running time grows with the number of seeds even on a
single instance, which is the same as an IC model with all probabili-
ties being 0 or 1. The inherent issue is the quality of the approximate
greedy solution. The performance of an approximate greedy algo-
rithm on a sample deteriorates quickly with the number of seeds, so
Contributions. Our contributions are as follows. Our distance-
based influence model is presented in Section 2. We define exact
and approximate GREEDY sequences and establish approximation
guarantees of both. We then formulate a representation of a residual
problem with respect to a seed set S, which facilitates the greedy
computation of the next seed. Finally, we establish a probabilistic
bound on residual updates, which magically holds for the approxi-
mate but not for the exact greedy. This bound is a critical component
in obtaining near-linear computation of a full approximate greedy
sequence.
In Section 3 we consider the threshold influence model [23,
27]. We extend the (approximate) influence oracles and the SKIM
reachability-based influence maximization algorithm [15], to obtain
oracles and T -SKIM for threshold influence. The extension itself
replaces reachability searches with pruned Dijkstra computations.
The statistical guarantees on approximation quality are inherited
from SKIM. The worst-case running time analysis, establishing that
T -SKIM computes the full approximate greedy sequence in near-
linear time, required our probabilistic bound on residual updates.
In Section 4, we present distance-based influence oracles, which
take as input a seed set S and (any) decay function α , which can
be specified at query time. As explained earlier, many different
decay/kernel functions are used extensively in practice, which makes
the flexibility of the oracle to handle arbitrary α valuable. Our oracle
computes a novel sketch for each node; the combined All-Distances
sketch (cADS), which generalizes All-Distances Sketches (ADS) [5,
11,12,16,17], used for closeness centrality computation, to multiple
instances or probabilistic models. These per-node sketches have
expected size at most k ln(nmin{k, `}) (with good concentration),
where n is the number of nodes, ` is the number of instances, and k is
a sketch parameter that determines a trade-off between information
and the amounts of computation and space required. We estimate
the distance-based influence of a seed set S from the sketches of the
nodes in S. Our estimator uses HIP probabilities [12] with the L∗
estimator [13], which optimally uses the information in the sketches,
and has worst-case coefficient of variation (CV) ≤ 1/√2k−2.
In Section 5 we present α -SKIM, the first scalable influence
maximization algorithm that applies with general decay functions α .
Our design is a strong contribution from both theoretical and practi-
cal perspectives, providing a novel near-linear worst-case bound on
the computation, performance guarantees that nearly match those
of exact GREEDY, and a scalable implementation that runs on large
networks. The heart of our design is a novel algorithmic technique
of efficiently maintaining weighted samples from influence sets that
allows us to accurately estimate marginal influences as nodes are
added to the seed set.
Section 6 presents a comprehensive experimental evaluation of
our algorithms. For threshold influence oracles and maximization,
we obtain three orders of magnitude speedups over the algorithms
of Du et al. [23], with no loss in quality. Even though both ap-
proaches apply the sketches of Cohen [11], we are able to obtain
improvements by working with combined sketches, applying better
estimators, and, in our IM algorithm, only computing sketches to
the point needed to determine the next node. We also show that the
a very large sample size, O(sn) in total, may be needed when we are
interested in good approximation with respect to all seed sets of size
s, which is needed in order to correctly identify the maximum one.
The power and novelty of SKIM comes from efficiently maintaining
a residual problem, which allows for samples which provide relative
error guarantees on marginal contributions of new seed candidates.
We also note that SKIM runs in worst-case near-linear time on
inputs specified as a set of (arbitrary) instances. It is not known if
near-linear time algorithms that compute an approximate greedy
sequence exist for the IC model.
2
generalization to arbitrary decay functions α is only slightly slower,
and can easily handle graphs with hundreds of millions of edges.
We conclude in Section 7.
2. DISTANCE-BASED MODEL
For a set of entities V , utility uvu for v,u∈V , and a seed set S⊂V ,
we define the influence of S as
Inf(S) = ∑
u∈V
min
v∈S
uuv .
Distance-based utility is defined with respect to a non-increasing
function α such that α(∞)≡ 0 and (a set or distribution over) edge-
weighted graphs G = (V,E,w), where the nodes correspond to enti-
ties and edges e ∈ E have lengths w(e)> 0.
We refer to a single graph G as an instance. We denote by dvu
the shortest-path distance in G from v to u. When there is no path
from v to u in G we define dvu ≡ ∞. For a set of nodes S, we let
dSu = minv∈S dvu be the shortest-path distance in G from S to u.
The utility with respect to a single instance is defined as uvu =
α(dvu), yielding the influence function
Inf(G,S) = ∑
u∈V
α(dSu).
For a set G = {G(i)} of `≥ 1 instances G(i) = (V,E(i),w(i)), we
define the utility as the average uvu = 1` ∑
`
i=1α(d
(i)
vu ) and accordingly
the influence is the average of the single-instance influence:
Inf(G ,S) = Inf({G(i)},S) = 1
` ∑i∈[`]
Inf(G(i),S). (1)
Our algorithms work with inputs specified as a set of one or more
instances and with respect to the influence function (1).
A set of instances can be derived from traces or generated by
Monte-Carlo simulations of a probabilistic model G . Such a model
defines a distribution over instances G ∼ G which share a set V
of nodes. The respective utility is then uuv = E[α(duv)] and the
influence of G is then the expectation
Inf(G ,S) = EG∼G Inf(G,S). (2)
When Inf is well concentrated around its expectation, a small num-
ber of simulations suffices to approximate the results.
2.1 The Exact Greedy Sequence
We present the exact greedy algorithm for the distance-based influ-
ence objective Inf({G(i)},S), as defined in Equation (1). GREEDY
starts with an empty seed set S = /0. In each iteration, it adds the
node with maximum marginal gain, that is, the node u that maxi-
mizes the influence of S∪{u}. GREEDY thus produces a sequence
of nodes, providing an approximation guarantee for the seed set
defined by each prefix.
We now elaborate on the computation of the marginal gain of u
given S. To do so efficiently as S grows, we work with a residual
problem. We denote the residual problem of G with respect to seed
set S as G |S. The influence of a set of nodes U in the residual
problem is equal to the marginal influence in the original problem:
Inf(G |S,U) = Inf(G ,S∪U)− Inf(G ,S).
A residual problem has a slightly more general specification. The
input has the form (G ,δ ), where δ (i)v ≥ 0 maps node-instance pairs
(v, i) to nonnegative numbers. The δ values we use for the residual
problem G |S are the respective distances from the seed set (but can
be truncated without violating correctness at any distance x in which
α(x) = 0):
δ (i)v = d
(i)
Sv ≡minu∈S d
(i)
uv .
When the seed set is empty or the node v is either not reachable
from S in instance i or has distance d(i)Sv > supx{α(x)> 0}, we can
use δ (i)v = ∞ or any δ
(i)
v > supx{α(x)> 0}, which is equivalent.
We now extend the influence definition for inputs of the form
(G ,δ ). For a node u, we consider the contribution of each node-
instance pair (v, i) to the influence of u:
∆(i)uv ≡max{0,α(d(i)uv )−α(δ (i)v )}. (3)
The influence of u in the residual problem is the (normalized) sum
of these contributions over all nodes in all instances:
Inf((G ,δ ),u)≡ 1
`∑i ∑v
∆(i)uv . (4)
It is not hard to verify the following.
LEMMA 2.1. For any set of nodes U, the influence of U in G |S
is the same as marginal influence of U with respect to S in G .
Given a residual input (G ,δ ), the influence of a node u (which
is the same as its marginal influence in the original input G ) can
be computed using a pruned application of Dijkstra’s algorithm
from u. A pseudocode is provided as the function MargGain(u) in
Appendix D.1. The pruning is performed for efficiency reasons by
avoiding expanding the search in futile directions. In particular, we
can always prune at distance d when α(d) = 0 or when d ≥ δ (i)v .
The correctness of the pruning follows by observing that all nodes u
Dijkstra could reach from the pruned node have ∆(i)uv = 0.
At each step, GREEDY selects a node with maximum influence in
the residual input. It then updates the distances δ so that they capture
the residual problem G |S∪{u}. A pseudocode for updating δ is
provided as the function AddSeed(u) in Appendix D.1. To update,
we perform a pruned single-source shortest-paths computation in
each instance i from u, as in MargGain(u).
A straightforward implementation of GREEDY will recompute
MargGain(u) for all nodes u after each iteration. A common ac-
celeration is instead to perform lazy evaluations: one keeps older
values of marginal gains, which are upper bounds on the current
values, and updates the current values only for the candidates at the
top of the queue as needed to determine the maximum one. Lazy
evaluations for reachability-based influence were used by Leskovec
et al. [34] in their CELF algorithm. The correctness of lazy eval-
uations follows from the submodularity and monotonicity of the
objective, which imply that the marginal gain of a node can only
decrease as the seed set grows.
2.2 Approximate Greedy Sequences
APPROXIMATE GREEDY is similar to exact GREEDY, but in each
iteration, instead of selecting a seed node with maximum marginal
gain, we select a seed node with marginal contribution that is within
a small relative error ε of the maximum with high probability. It
also suffices to require that the relative error is bounded by ε in
expectation and is concentrated, that is, ∀a> 1, the probability of
error exceeding aε decreases exponentially in a. It turns out that the
approximation ratio of APPROXIMATE GREEDY is 1− (1−1/s)s−
O(ε) with corresponding guarantees [15].
The SKIM algorithm applies approximate greedy to reachability-
based influence. It works with partial sketches (samples) from
“influence sets” of nodes to determine a node with approximately
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maximum marginal gain. These partial sketches need to be updated
very efficiently after each seed is selected. A critical component
for the scalability and accuracy of SKIM is sampling with respect
to the residual problem. This is because the marginal influence of
a node can be much smaller than its initial influence and we can
get good accuracy with a small sample only if we use the residual
problem.
The residual problem (and current samples) are updated after
each seed selection, both with exact and approximate GREEDY. We
now consider the total number of edge traversals used in these up-
dates. With reachability-based influence, with exact or approximate
GREEDY, the number of traversals is linear in input size: This is
because there can be at most one search which progresses through a
node in each instance. Once a node is reachable from the seed set
in that instance, it is influenced, and everything reachable from the
node in the same instance is reachable, and influenced, as well. So
these nodes never need to be visited again and can be removed.
This is not true, however, for distance-based influence: For each
node-instance pair (v, i), the distance δ (i)v can be updated many times.
Moreover, when the distance to the seed set decreases, as a result
of adding a new seed node, the node v and its outgoing edges in the
instance i are traversed. Therefore, to bound the number of edge
traversals we must bound the number of updates of δ (i)v .
For exact GREEDY, there are pathological inputs with Ω(sn)
updates, which roughly translates to Ω(s|E|) edge traversals, even
on a single instance and threshold influence. 2 On realistic inputs,
however, we expect the number of updates to be no more than lns per
node. This is because even if seed nodes are added in random order,
the expected number of times the distance to the seed set decreases
is well concentrated around lns. Therefore, since selected seeds
should typically be closer than other nodes, we would expect a small
number of updates. Remarkably, we show that our APPROXIMATE
GREEDY selection circumvents this worst-case behavior of the exact
algorithm and guarantees a near-linear number of updates :
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that the approximate greedy selection
has the property that for some ε , the next seed is selected in a near
uniform way from all nodes with marginal influence that is at least
(1− ε) of the maximum. Then the expected total number of updates
of δ (i)v at a node-instance pair (v, i) is bounded by O(ε−1 log2 n).
PROOF. Consider the candidate next seeds S′ (those with marginal
influence that is within (1− ε) of the maximum). For a node in-
stance pair (v, i), consider all nodes u ∈ S′ with duv < δ (i)v . Then
the probability that the jth selected node from this group would
be closer than all previously selected ones is 1/ j. We obtain that
the expected number of updates to δ (i)v from nodes in this group
is at most lnn. We now consider, for the sake of analysis only,
partitioning the greedy selection to steps, according to a decrease
by a factor of (1− ε) of the maximum marginal influence of a node.
We showed that the expected number of selections in a step is at
most lnn. Also note that the marginal influence of a node can only
decrease after another node is selected, so it is possible that it moves
to the next step. We now bound the number of steps. Because we
2Consider a deterministic instance (directed graph) and threshold
influence with T > 1. The nodes {ai} have edges to all nodes in
a set M with length T (1− i/(2|A|)) and special nodes {b1, . . . ,bi}
with distance 1. The greedy selection, and in fact also the optimal
one, selects the nodes {ai} by decreasing index. But each selection
updates the δ for all nodes in M. We can choose number of a nodes
roughly
√|M| and number of b nodes roughly |M|. Obtaining that
each of the first
√
n seeds (where n is the total number of nodes)
results in δ updates for Ω(n) nodes.
are interested in ε approximation, we can stop the greedy algorithm
once the maximum marginal influence is below ε/n of the initial
one. Therefore, there are at most ε−1 logn steps.
3. THRESHOLD INFLUENCE
We present both an oracle and an approximate greedy IM al-
gorithm for threshold influence [23, 27]. In this model, a node is
considered influenced by S in an instance if it is within distance
at most T from the seed set. Formally, α(x) = 1 when x ≤ T and
α(x) = 0 otherwise. The simpler structure of the kernel allows for
simpler algorithms, intuitively, because the contributions to influ-
ence ∆(i)uv are in {0,1}, as with reachability-based influence.
3.1 Threshold-Influence Oracle
Our influence oracle for a prespecified threshold T generalizes
the reachability-based influence oracle of Cohen et al. [15]. The
reachability-based influence oracle preprocesses the input to com-
pute a combined reachability sketch for each node. Each node-
instance pair is assigned a random permutation rank (a number in
[n`]) and the combined reachability sketch of a node u is a set con-
sisting of the k smallest ranks amongst node-instance pairs (v, i)
such that v is reachable from u in instance i. This is also called a
bottom-k sketch of reachable pairs. The oracle uses the sketches of
the nodes in S to estimate their influence by applying the union size
estimator for bottom-k sketches [18]. The combined reachability
sketches are built by first computing a set of reachability sketches
(one for each node) [11] in each instance and then combining, for
each node, the sketches obtained in different instances to obtain
one size-k sketch. In turn, the computation for each instance uses
reverse (backward) reachability computations. The algorithm of
Cohen [11] initiates these reversed reachability searches from all
nodes in a random permutation order. These searches are pruned at
nodes already visited k times.
For threshold influence, we instead consider a pair (v, i) reachable
from u if d(i)uv ≤ T . We then compute for each node the bottom-k
sketch of these “reachable” pairs under the modified definition. The
oracle estimator [18] is the same one used for the reachability-based
case; the estimate has (worst-case) CV that is at most 1/
√
k−2
with good concentration. The computation of the sketches is nearly
as efficient as for the reachability-based case. Instead of using re-
verse reachability searches, for threshold influence we use reverse
Dijkstra computations (single-source shortest-path searches on the
graph with reversed edges). These computations are pruned both
at distance T and (as with reachability sketches) at nodes already
visited k times. The sets of sketches obtained for the different in-
stances are combined as in [15] to obtain a set of combined sketches
(one combined sketch with k entries for each node).
The running time is dominated by the computation of the sketches.
The preprocessing computation is O(k∑`i=1 |E(i)| logn), the sketch
representation is O(kn), and each influence query for a set S takes
O(|S|k log |S|) time.
Oracle for a distance-based IC model.
A distance-based Independent Cascade (IC) model G is specified
by associating an independent random length w(e) ∈ [0,+∞] with
each edge e according to a distribution that is associated with the
edge. The probability that e is live is pe = Pr[w(e) < ∞] and its
length if it is live is w(e). We use the convention that an edge e that
is not explicitly specified has w(e)≡ ∞ (is never live).
As with the IC model for reachability-based influence [15, 36],
we can compute oracles based on sketches that have the same size,
query time, and approximation guarantees, but with respect to a
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distance-based IC model (where the exact influence is defined as
the expectation over the model instead of the average of ` determin-
istic instances). The worst-case computation involved, however, is
higher. The algorithm performs up to k = O(ε−2 logn) reverse Di-
jkstra searches (pruned to distance T ) from each node. Each search
randomly instantiates incoming edges of scanned nodes according
to the model. Pseudocode is provided as Algorithm 1. Note that in
contrast to sketching instances, the searches are not pruned at nodes
that already have a size-k sketch. Therefore we can not bound the
total number of node scans by as we did with instances, and have a
worst-case bound of O(kn2). On the positive size, we do maintain
the property that the sketch sizes are k. The correctness arguments
of the approximation guarantees with respect to the expectation of
the IC model carry over from [15].
Algorithm 1: Build sketches S(v), v ∈V for an IC model
foreach v ∈V do S(v)← /0; // Initialize sketches
// Iterate over k random permutations of the
nodes V
for j = 0, . . . ,k−1 do
Draw a random permutation of the nodes pi : [n]→V
for i = 1, . . . ,n do
Perform a reverse Dijkstra search from node pi(i)
pruned to distance T
foreach scanned node u do
if |S(u)|< k then
S(u)← S(u)∪{n∗ j+ i}
if all nodes z have |S(z)|= k then
exit
Instantiate and process length and presence of
incoming edges of u
return S(v) for all v ∈V
3.2 Threshold-Influence Maximization
Our algorithm for threshold influence maximization, which we
call T -SKIM, generalizes SKIM [15], which was designed for
reachability-based influence. A pseudocode for T -SKIM is pro-
vided as Algorithm 3 in Appendix D.2.
Our algorithm T -SKIM builds sketches, but only to the point of
determining the node with maximum estimated influence. We then
compute a residual problem which updates the sketches. T -SKIM
build sketches using reverse single-source shortest path computa-
tions that are pruned at distance T (depth-T Dijkstra). As with exact
greedy for distance-based influence (Section 2), T -SKIM maintains
a residual problem. This requires updating the distances δ [v, i] = d(i)Sv
from the current seed set S, as in AddSeed(u), and also updating
the sketches to remove the contributions of pairs that are already
covered by the seed set.
The (worst-case) estimation quality guarantee of T -SKIM is
similar to that of SKIM. When using k = O(ε−2 logn) we obtain
that, with high probability (greater than 1−1/poly(n)), for all s≥ 1,
the influence of the first s selected nodes is at least 1−(1−1/s)s−ε
of the maximum influence of a seed set of size s. The computation
time analysis of T -SKIM is deferred to Appendix A.
4. INFLUENCE ORACLE
We now present our oracle for distance-based influence, as defined
in Equation (1). We preprocess the input G to compute a sketch Xv
for each node v. Influence queries, which are specified by a seed
set S of nodes and any function α , can be approximated from the
sketches of the query seed nodes.
Note that the same set of sketches can be used to estimate distance-
based influence with respect to any non-increasing function α . That
is, α can be specified on the fly, after the sketches are computed.
When we are only interested in a specific α , such as a threshold
function with a given T (Section 3) or reachability-based influence
[15], the sketch size and construction time can be reduced.
In the following we present in detail the three components of our
oracle: the definition of the sketches, estimation of influence from
sketches (queries), and building the sketches (preprocessing).
The sketches are defined in Section 4.1 and we show that for an
input specified as either a set of instances or as a distance-based
IC model, each sketch Xv has a (well concentrated) expected size
that is at most k ln(nk). The total storage of our oracle is therefore
O(nk log(nk)).
The sketch-based influence estimator is presented in Section 4.2.
We establish the following worst-case bounds on estimation quality.
THEOREM 4.1. Influence queries Inf(G ,S), specified by a set S
of seed nodes and a function α , can be estimated in O(|S|k logn)
time from the sketches {Xu | u∈ S}. The estimate is nonnegative and
unbiased, has CV ≤ 1/√2k−2, and is well concentrated (the prob-
ability that the relative error exceeds a/
√
k decreases exponentially
with a> 1).
We also show that our estimators are designed to fully exploit the
information in the sketches in an instance-optimal manner. The
preprocessing is discussed in Section 4.3. We show that for a set of
` instances G = {G(i)}, the preprocessing is performed in expected
time O(k∑`i=1 |E(i)| logn).
4.1 Combined ADS
Our combined All-Distances Sketches (cADS) are a multi-instance
generalization of All-Distances Sketches (ADS) [11, 12, 17] and
build on the related combined reachability sketches [15] used for
reachability-based influence.
The cADS sketches are randomized structures defined with re-
spect to random rank values r(i)u ∼ U [0,1] associated with each
node-instance pair (u, i). To improve estimation quality in practice,
we restrict ourselves to a particular form of structured permuta-
tion ranks [15]: For a set of instances, the ranks are a permutation
of 1, . . . ,nmin{`,k}, where each block of positions of the form
in,(i+ 1)n− 1 (for integral i) corresponds to an independent ran-
dom permutation of the nodes. For each node u, the instances i j
in r(i j)u , when ordered by increasing rank, are a uniform random
selection (without replacement).
For each node v, cADS(v) is a set of rank-distance pairs of the
form (r(i)u ,d
(i)
vu ) which includes min{`,k} pairs of distance 0, that is,
all such pairs if `≤ k and the k smallest rank values otherwise. It
also includes pairs with positive distance when the rank value is at
most the kth smallest amongst closer nodes (across all instances).
Formally,
cADS(v) =

{
(r(i)v ,0) | r(i)v ∈ BOTTOM-k{r( j)v | j ∈ [`]}
}{
(r(i)u ,d
(i)
vu ) | r(i)u < kth
(y, j)|d( j)vy <d(i)vu
r( j)y
} . (5)
Here BOTTOM-k refers to the smallest k elements in the set and
kth denotes the kth smallest element in the set. When there are
fewer than k elements, we define kth as the domain maximum. For
the purpose of sketch definition, we treat all positive distances
across instances as unique; we apply some arbitrary tie-breaking,
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for example according to node-instance index, when this is not the
case.
The size of cADS sketches is a random variable, but we can bound
its expectation. Moreover, |cADS(u)| is well concentrated around
the expectation. The proof resembles that for the basic ADS [11].
LEMMA 4.1. ∀u, E[|cADS(u)|]≤ k ln(nmin{k, `}).
PROOF. We consider all node-instance pairs (v, i) such that r(i)v ∈
BOTTOM-k{r( j)v | j ∈ [`]} by increasing distance from u. The prob-
ability that the jth item contributes to cADS(u) is the probability
that its rank is amongst the k smallest in the first j nodes, which is
min{1,k/ j}. Summing over i≤ |Ru| we obtain the bound.
Note that we can also define cADS sketches with respect to a
probabilistic model. The definition emulates working with an infi-
nite set of instances generated according to the model. Since there
are at most nk distinct rank values in the sketches, and they are all
from the first nk structured permutation ranks, the entries in the
sketches are integers in [nk].
4.2 Estimating Influence
Our estimators use the HIP threshold, τv(x), defined with respect
to a node v and a positive distance value x> 0 [12]:
τv(x) = kth
(u, j)|d( j)vu <x
r( j)u
= kth{r | (r,d) ∈ cADS(v) and d < x}. (6)
The value τv(x) is the kth smallest rank value amongst pairs (y, j)
whose distance d( j)vy is smaller than x. If there are fewer than k pairs
with distance smaller than x, then the threshold is defined to be the
maximum value in the rank domain. Note that, since the cADS
contains the k smallest ranks within each distance, τv(x) is also the
kth smallest amongst such pairs that are in cADS(v). Therefore, the
threshold values τv(x) can be computed from cADS(v) for all x.
The HIP threshold has the following interpretation. For a node-
instance pair (u, i), τv(d
(i)
vu ) is the largest rank value r
(i)
u that would
allow the (rank of the) pair to be included in cADS(v), conditioned
on fixing the ranks of all other pairs. We now can consider the
probability that the pair (y, j) is included in cADS(v), fixing the
ranks of all pairs other than (y, j). This is exactly the probability
that a random rank value is smaller than the HIP threshold τv(x). In
particular, if τv(x) is the domain maximum, the inclusion probably
is 1. We refer to this probability as the HIP inclusion probability.
When ranks are uniformly drawn from [0,1] the HIP inclusion
probability is equal to the HIP threshold τv(x) and we use the same
notation. When we work with integral structured ranks, we divide
them by n` to obtain values in [0,1].
We now present the estimator for the influence
Inf({G(i)},S) = 1
` ∑
(v,i)
max
u∈S
α(d(i)uv )
=
1
` ∑
(v,i)
α(min
u∈S
d(i)uv ) =
1
` ∑
(v,i)
α(d(i)Sv ) (7)
from {cADS(u) | u ∈ S}. We first discuss |S|= 1. We use the HIP
estimator [12]
Înf({G(i)},u) = α(0)+ 1
` ∑
(r,d)∈cADS(u)|d>0
α(d)
τu(d)
, (8)
which is the sum over “sampled” pairs (r,d) (those included in
cADS(u)) of the contribution α(d)/` of the pair to the influence of
u, divided by the HIP inclusion probability of the pair.
LEMMA 4.2. The estimator (8) is unbiased and has CV that is
at most 1/
√
2k−2.
PROOF. A node always influences itself (the only node of dis-
tance 0 from it), and the estimate for that contribution is α(0). We
apply the HIP estimator of [12] to estimate the contribution of nodes
with positive distance from u. For a pair (v, i), the HIP estimate
is 0 for pairs not in cADS(u). When the pair is in cADS(u), we
can compute the HIP probability τu(d
(i)
uv ) and obtain the estimate
α(d(i)uv )/τu(d
(i)
uv ). Since we are considering node-instance pairs, we
divide by the number of instances `. The variance analysis is very
similar to [12].
We now consider a seed set S with multiple nodes. The simplest
way to handle such a set is to generate the union cADS, which
is a cADS computed with respect to the minimum distances from
any node in S. The union cADS can be computed by merging the
cADS of the seed nodes using a similar procedure to Algorithm 6
(in Appendix D.3) which will be presented in Section 4.3. We then
estimate the contribution of the nodes in S by |S|α(0) and estimate
the contribution of all nodes that have a positive distance from S by
applying the HIP estimator to the entries in the union cADS. This
estimator has the worst-case bounds on estimation quality claimed
in Theorem 4.1, but discards a lot of information in the union of the
sketches which could be used to tighten the estimate.
4.2.1 Optimal Oracle Estimator
The estimator we propose and implement uses the information
in the sketches of nodes in S in an optimal way. This means the
variance can be smaller, up to a factor of |S|, than that of the union es-
timator. A pseudocode is provided as Algorithm 4 in Appendix D.3.
The estimator first computes the set Z of rank values r that appear
with distance 0 in at least one sketch. These ranks correspond to
node-instance pairs involving a seed node. For each rank value r that
appears in at least one sketch in S and is not in Z (has positive dis-
tance in all sketches), we build the set Tr of threshold-contribution
pairs that correspond to occurrences of r in sketches of S. We then
compute from Tr the sorted skyline (Pareto set) skylines[r] of Tr. The
skyline skylines[r] includes a pair (τ,α) ∈ Tr if and only if the pair
is not dominated by any other pair. That is, any pair with a larger τ
value must have a smaller α value. We compute skylines[r] from Tr
as follows. We first sort Tr lexicographically, first by decreasing τ ,
and then if there are multiple entries with same τ , by decreasing α .
We then obtain skylines[r] by a linear scan of the sorted Tr which
removes pairs with a lower α value than the maximum α value
seen so far. The entries of the computed skylines[r] are sorted by
decreasing τ j (and increasing α j).
For each r for which we computed a skyline (appears in at least
one sketch of a node in S and is not in Z), we apply the L∗ estimator
[13] to the sorted skylines(r) = {(τ j,α j)}. The pseudocode for
L∗ tailored to our application is in Algorithm 5 in Section D.3,
and details on the derivation and applicability of the estimator are
provided in Appendix B.
Finally, the influence estimate Înf({G(i)},S) returned by Algo-
rithm 4 has two components. The first summand (|S|α(0)) is the
contribution of the seed nodes themselves. The second component
is the sum, over all node-instance pairs of positive distance from
S, of their estimated contribution to the influence (normalized by
the number of instances `). We estimate this by the sum of the L∗
estimates applied to skylines(r).
4.3 Computing the Set of cADS
We compute a set of cADS sketches by computing a set of ADS
sketches ADS(i)(v) for each instance i [11, 12]. The computation
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of sketches for all nodes v in a single instance can be done us-
ing PRUNED DIJKSTRAs [11, 17] or the node-centric LOCAL UP-
DATES [12].
An ADS is a cADS of a single instance and has the same basic
form: a list of rank-distance pairs sorted by increasing distance. It
can have, however, at most one entry of distance 0.
For each node v, we compute cADS(v) by combining ADS(i)(v)
for all instances i.A pseudocode for combining two rank-distance
lists to a cADS format list is provided as Algorithm 6. The algorithm
can be applied repeatedly to ADS(i)(v) and the current cADS(v), or
in any combination order of rank-distance lists to obtain the same
end result.
The computation of the set of cADS sketches is dominated by
computing a set of All-Distances Sketches [11, 12, 17] in each in-
stance. The computation for instance i takes O(k|E(i)| logn) time.
Algorithm 2: Distance-based IM (α -SKIM)
Input: Directed graphs {G(i)(V,E(i),w(i))}, α
Output: Sequence of node and marginal influence pairs
// Initialization
rank← map node-instance pairs (v, i) to j/(n`) where j ∈ [n`];
forall the node-instance pairs (v, i) do index[v,i]←⊥; // List of (u,d(i)uv )
scanned by reverse Dijkstra (v, i)
forall the pairs (u, i) do δ [u,i]← ∞; // Distance from S
forall the nodes v do Est.H[v]← 0; Est.M[v]← 0 seedlist←⊥ // List of
seeds & marg. influences
forall the node-instance pairs (v, i) do Insert (v, i) to Qpairs with priority
α(0)/rank[v,i]; // Initialize Qpairs
s← 0; τ ← α(0)n`/(2k); coverage← 0 // coverage of current seed
set
while coverage< n`α(0) do
// Build PPS samples of marginal influence sets until
confidence in next seed
while ((x, Iˆx)← NextSeed()) =⊥ do
τ ← τλ ; MoveUp() // Update est. components
forall the pairs (v, i) in Qpairs with priority ≥ τ do
Remove (v, i) from Qpairs
Resume reverse Dijkstra from (v, i). foreach scanned node u of
distance d do
c← α(d)−α(δ [v,i]);
if c≤ 0 then Terminate rev. Dijkstra from (v, i) if
c/rank[v,i]< τ then
place (v, i) with priority c/rank[v,i] in Qpairs; Pause
reverse Dijkstra from (v, i)
else // c/rank[v,i]≥ τ
append (u,d) to index[v,i]
if c≥ τ then Est.H[u] +←c; // H entry
else // M entry
Est.M[u] +←1
if HM[v,i]=⊥ then
HM[v,i]← |index[v,i]|; Insert (v, i) with priority
c to Qhml
Update the priority of u in Qcands to
Est.H[u]+ τEst.M[u]
// Process new seed node x
Ix ← 0 // Exact marginal influence
foreach instance i do
Perform a forward Dijkstra from x in G(i). foreach visited node v at
distance d do
if d ≥ δ [v,i] then Pruneelse
priority(v, i) in Qpairs −← α(d)−α(δ [v,i])rank[v,i] ;
if priority of (v, i) in Qpairs ≤ 0 then terminate rev.
Dijkstra (v, i) and remove (v, i) from Qpairs
MoveDown((v, i),δ [v,i],d);
Ix
+←α(d)−α(δ [v,i]); δ [v,i]← d
s +←1; coverage +← Ix; seedlist.append(x,Iˆx/`,Ix/`)
return seedlist
5. INFLUENCE MAXIMIZATION
We present α -SKIM (pseudocode in Algorithm 2), which com-
putes an approximate greedy sequence for distance-based influence
with respect to an arbitrary non-increasing α . The input to α -SKIM
is a set of instances G and a decay function α . The output is a
sequence of nodes, so that each prefix approximates the maximum
influence seed set of the same size.
Like exact greedy (Section 2) and T -SKIM (Section 3), α -SKIM
maintains a residual problem, specified by the original input G
and distances δ (i)v . It also maintains, for each node, a sample of
its influence set, weighted by the respective contribution of each
element. The sampling is governed by a global sampling threshold τ ,
which inversely determines the inclusion probability in the sample
(the lower τ is, the larger is the sample). The weighted sample has
the same role as the partial sketches maintained in T -SKIM, as it
allow us to estimate the influence of nodes.
At a high level, α -SKIM alternates between two subroutines.
The first subroutine examines the influence estimates of nodes. We
pause if we have sufficient confidence that the node with the maxi-
mum estimated influence (in the current residual problem) has actual
influence that is sufficiently close to the maximum influence. Other-
wise, we decrease τ , by multiplying it by a (fixed) λ < 1 (we used
λ = 0.5 in our implementation), extend the samples, and update the
estimates on the influence of nodes to be with respect to the new
threshold τ . We pause only when we are happy with the node with
maximum estimated influence.
The second subroutine is invoked when a new node x is selected
to be added to the seed set; α -SKIM updates the residual problem,
that is, the distances δ and the samples.
We provide an overview of our presentation of the components of
α -SKIM. In Section 5.1 we precisely define the weighted samples
we use. In Section 5.2 we present our main data structure, index,
which stores the (inverted) samples. The building of index, which
dominates the computation, is done using applications of pruned
reverse Dijkstra, discussed in Section 5.3. The selection of the next
seed node is detailed in Section 5.4. The samples are defined with
respect to the current residual problem and the sampling threshold
τ . Therefore, they need to be updated when τ is decreased or when
a new seed node is selected. While the new estimates can always be
computed by simply scanning index, this is inefficient. In Section
5.5 we present additional structures which support efficient updates
of samples and estimates. Finally, Section 5.6 includes a worst-case
analysis.
5.1 PPS Samples of Influence Sets
We start by specifying the sampling scheme, which is the core
of our approach. The sample we maintain for each node u is a
Probability Proportional to Size (PPS) sample of all node-instance
pairs (v, i), where the weighting is with respect to the contribution
values ∆(i)uv , as defined in Equation (3). Recall from Equation (4)
that the influence, which we are estimating from the sample, is
the sum of these contributions. PPS sampling can be equivalently
defined with respect to a threshold τ [43]: Each entry (v, i) has an
independent r(i)v ∼U [0,1] and it is included in the sample of u if
∆(i)uv
r(i)v
≥ τ. (9)
From the PPS sample we can unbiasedly estimate the influence
of u, using the classic inverse-probability estimator [28]. We denote
by Hu the set of all pairs (v, i) such that ∆
(i)
uv ≥ τ and by Mu the set
of all other sampled pairs, that is, those where ∆(i)uv ∈ [r(i)v τ,τ). Note
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that pairs in Hu are sampled with probability 1, whereas pairs in Mu
are sampled with probability ∆
(i)(u)
τ (this is the probability of having
a rank value so that (9) is satisfied). The estimate is the sum of the
ratio of contribution to inclusion probability:
Înf((G ,δ ),u) =
1
`
(
τ|Mu|+ ∑
(v,i)∈Hu
∆(i)uv
)
. (10)
With PPS sampling, when τ is low enough so that the estimate is at
least kτ , which always happens when we have k samples, the CV is
at most 1/
√
k. The estimate is also well concentrated according to
the Chernoff bound.
We note that our use of PPS sampling, rather than uniform sam-
pling, is critical to performance with general α . When using (for
example) exponential or polynomial decay, the positive contribu-
tions of different pairs to the influence of a node can vary by orders
of magnitude. Therefore, we must use weighted sampling, where
heavier contributions are more likely to be sampled, to obtain good
accuracy with a small sample size. With threshold influence, in con-
trast, contributions were either 0 or 1, which meant that we could
get good performance with uniform sampling.
The PPS samples we will maintain for different nodes are com-
puted with respect to the same threshold τ . The samples are also
coordinated, meaning that the same values r(i)v are used in the sam-
ples of all nodes. Coordination also helps us to maintain the samples
when the contribution values ∆ are modified, since the sample itself
minimally changes to reflect the new values [8, 19, 38]. In our im-
plementation, node-instance pairs are assigned structured random
permutation ranks, which are integers in [n`], and for permutation
rank h we use rank[v,i]≡ r(i)v = h/(n`).
5.2 The Index Structure
The main structure we maintain is index, which can be viewed as
an inverted index of the PPS samples (but technically can include
entries that used to be included in the PPS sample and may still
be relevant). For each node-instance pair (v, i), index[v,i] is an
ordered list of node-distance pairs (u,d(i)uv ). Note that typically
the lists are empty or very small for most pairs (v, i). The list is
ordered by increasing d(i)uv , which is the order in which a reverse
Dijkstra algorithm performed from v on the graph G(i) (with all
edges reversed) scans new nodes. List index[v,i] always stores (a
prefix) of the scanned nodes, in scanning order. It always includes
all nodes u for which the pair (v, i) is included in the PPS sample
of u, that is, nodes u that satisfy (9). Each list index[v,i] is trimmed
from its tail so that it only contains entries (u,d) where ∆(i)uv > 0,
that is, α(d)−α(δ (i)v ) > 0. This is because other entries have no
contribution to the marginal influence of u. Note that the lists are
always a prefix of the Dijkstra scan order, and once they are trimmed
(from the end), they do not grow, and the respective reverse Dijkstra
computation never resumed, even if τ decreases.
Each list index[v,i] is logically viewed as having three consecutive
parts (that could be empty). The H part of the list are all entries
(u,d) with α(d)−α(δ (i)v ) ≥ τ . These are the nodes u for which
the pair (v, i) contributes to the Hu part of the PPS sample. The M
part of the list are all entries with α(d)−α(δ (i)v ) ∈ [r(i)v τ,τ), which
include nodes u for which (v, i) contributes to Mu. Finally, the L part
of the list includes nodes for which 0< α(d)−α(δ (i)v )< r(i)v τ . The
L nodes do not currently include (v, i) in the PPS sample of their
influence sets, but are still relevant, since this may change when τ
decreases.
To support efficient updates of this classification, we maintain
HM[v,i] and ML[v,i], which contain the positions in the list index[v,i]
of the first M and the first L items (and are empty if there are no M
or L items, respectively).
To efficiently compute the influence estimates, we maintain for
each node u the values
Est.H[u] = ∑
(v,i)|∆(i)uv≥τ
∆(i)uv
Est.M[u] = |{(v, i) | ∆(i)uv ∈ [r(i)v τ,τ)}|
The PPS estimate (10) on the influence of u is
1
`
(Est.H[u]+ τEst.M[u]) . (11)
5.3 Reverse Dijkstra Computations
We build the samples using reverse Dijkstra computations starting
at node-instance pairs (v, i). The computation is from source v in
the transpose graph of G(i) and reveals all nodes u for which the
pair (v, i) is included in the PPS sample for u as defined in (9). The
nodes scanned by the reverse Dijkstra on [v, i] are maintained as
index[v,i], in the same order. The computation for (v, i) is paused
once the distance d from the source satisfies
α(d)−α(δ (i)v )< r(i)v τ. (12)
The computation may resume when τ is decreased and the pause
rule (12) no longer holds. It is not hard to verify that this pause rule
suffices to obtain all entries of (v, i) in the PPS samples of nodes.
When the depth d satisfies α(d)−α(δ (i)v )≤ 0, the computation of
the reverse Dijkstra (v, i) is (permanently) terminated, releasing all
auxiliary data structures. Note that the reverse Dijkstra computations
for different pairs are paused and resumed according to the global
threshold τ , and can be performed concurrently.
The algorithm maintains “state” for all active Dijkstras. We use
the notation µ(v, i) = d for the next distance the reverse Dijkstra
from (v, i) would process when resumed. Initially, µ(v, i) = 0. In or-
der to efficiently determine the pairs (v, i) for which reverse Dijkstra
needs to be resumed, we maintain a max priority queue Qpairs over
node-instance pairs (v, i), prioritized by
α(µ(v, i))−α(δ (i)v )
r(i)(v)
. (13)
This priority is the sampling threshold that is required to get (v, i)
into the PPS sample of the next node to be scanned by the reverse
Dijkstra of (v, i). We only need to resume the reverse Dijkstra (v, i)
when its priority (13) is at least τ . Note that the priority of a pair
(v, i) can only decrease over time, when δ (i)v decreases or when the
reverse Dijkstra progresses and µ(v, i) increases. This allows us to
maintain Qpairs with lazy updates.
In order to determine, after we decrease τ , all the pairs for which
the reverse Dijkstra computation should resume (or start), we simply
extract all the top elements of the queue Qpairs which have priority
at least τ . These top elements are removed from Qpairs. The reverse
Dijkstra is resumed on each removed pair (v, i) until the pause rule
holds again, that is, we reach a distance d such that α(d)−α(δ (i)v )<
r(i)v τ . At this point the reverse Dijkstra is terminated or paused. If it
is paused, we set µ(v, i)← d, and the pair (v, i) is placed in Qpairs
with the new priority (13).
Note that the resume and pause rules of the reverse Dijkstras
are consistent with identifying all sampled pairs according to (9),
ensuring correctness.
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Table 1: Performance of TSKIM using k = 64, ` = 64, and exponentially distributed edge weights. We evaluate the influence on
512 (different) sampled instances for thresholds 0.1 and 0.01.
INFLUENCE [%] RUNNING TIME [SEC]
50 seeds 1000 seeds 50 seeds 1000 seeds n seeds
instance # nodes # edges 0.01 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.01 0.1
AstroPh 14,845 239,304 1.02 19.17 9.96 39.25 0.9 2.0 2.0 4.0 3.7 6.6
Epinions 75,888 508,837 0.53 8.52 2.88 12.68 2.0 5.2 6.3 11.1 14.1 21.3
Slashdot 77,360 828,161 0.72 19.97 3.90 25.04 1.9 14.6 7.6 27.9 18.9 40.5
Gowalla 196,591 1,900,654 0.62 14.13 1.93 17.61 4.4 21.8 14.8 36.9 47.6 81.7
TwitterF’s 456,631 14,855,852 0.20 19.38 1.64 24.26 9.9 133.4 36.4 269.6 269.9 648.4
LiveJournal 4,847,571 68,475,391 0.07 9.16 0.33 13.81 34.6 606.0 117.5 1,244.4 1,983.4 4,553.9
Orkut 3,072,627 234,370,166 2.82 74.44 4.61 77.47 779.7 5,490.5 1,788.7 11,060.7 7,360.9 24,520.3
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Figure 1: Evaluating influence permutations (left) and running times (right) on several instances for threshold decays 0.01 and 0.1.
The legend applies to all plots.
5.4 Selecting the Next Seed Node
The algorithm decreases τ until we have sufficient confidence in
the node with maximum estimated marginal influence. The selec-
tion of the next node into the seed set is given in the pseudocode
NextSeed in Appendix D.4.
We first discuss how we determine when we are happy with the
maximum estimate. When looking at a particular node, and the
value of the estimate is at least τk, we know that the value is well
concentrated with CV that is 1/
√
k. We are, however, looking at the
maximum estimate among n nodes. To ensure an expected relative
error of ε in the worst case, we need to apply a union bound and
use k = O(ε−2 logn). The union bound ensures that the estimates
for all nodes have a well concentrated maximum error of ε times
the maximum influence. In particular, the estimated maximum has
a relative error of ε with good concentration.
In practice, however, the influence distribution is skewed and
therefore the union bound is too pessimistic [15]. Instead, we pro-
pose the following adaptive approach which yields tighter bounds
for realistic instances. Consider the node u with maximum estimated
marginal influence Iˆu and let Iu be its exact marginal influence Iu.
The exact marginal influence can be compute, using MargGain(u)
(Section 2), and is also computed anyway when u is added to the
seed set.
The key to the adaptive approach is the following observation.
When working with a parameter k = ε−2 and the maximum estimate
is at least kτ , then under-estimates of the true maximum are still well
concentrated but over-estimates can be large. Fortunately, however,
over-estimates are easy to test for by comparing Iu and Iˆu(1− ε).
We can use this as follows. In our experiments we run the al-
gorithm with a fixed k, always selecting the node with maximum
estimate when the estimate exceeds kτ . We obtain, however, much
tighter confidence interval than through the worst case bound. In
particular, for the sequence of computed seeds, we track the sum
Er = ∑u max{0,(1− ε)Iˆu− Iu}. This sum is added as a fixed com-
ponent to the confidence bound, which means that with high prob-
ability the error for any prefix size is Er plus a well concentrated
value around ε times the estimate. In particular, the approxima-
tion ratio we obtain with good probability for a prefix s is at least
1− (1−1/s)s− ε−Er/Înf.
Alternatively, (this is in the pseudocode) we can perform seed
selection with respect to a specified accuracy ε . Thus obtaining
approximation ratio of 1− (1− 1/s)s − ε with good probability.
We use k that is ε−2 but when we have a candidate (a node with
maximum estimated marginal gain which exceeds kτ) we apply
MargGain(u) to compute its exact marginal influence Iu. If we find
that Iˆu ≥ (1− ε)Iu, we do not select u and instead decrease τ which
returns to sampling. Otherwise, we select u into the seed set.
We now consider tracking the node with maximum estimated
influence. To do that efficiently, we work with a max priority queue
Qcands, which contains nodes prioritized by their estimated influ-
ence, or more precisely, by Est.H[u]+ τEst.M[u]. For efficiency,
we use lazy updates, which allows priorities not to be promptly
updated when the estimate changes and instead, updated only for
elements which are the current maximum in the queue.
The function NextSeed repeats the following until a node is
selected or ⊥ is returned. If the maximum estimated priority in
Qcands is less than τk, we return ⊥. Otherwise, we remove from
Qcands the node u with maximum priority, compute Iˆu←Est.H[u]+
τEst.M[u], and check if Iˆu is at lest the current maximum entry on
the queue and is larger than τk. When using the first option, we sim-
ply return (u, Iˆu). When working with a specified error, we further
test u as follows. We compute the actual marginal gain Iu of u. If it
is lower than (1− ε)Iˆu, we place u back in Qcands with priority Iu
and return ⊥. Otherwise, we return u.
We now consider maintaining Qcands. Priorities are promptly up-
dated to estimate values only when there is a possibility of increase
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in the estimate. This is necessary for correctness of the priority
queue when using lazy updates. The estimated influence of a node
u can only decrease when δ decreases for an element in the sample
of u (as a result of adding a new seed) or when τ decreases and no
new entries are added to the sample. Therefore, in these cases, we
do not update the priorities promptly. The priority of u in Qcands is
promptly updates when (as a result of decreasing τ) a new entry is
added to the sample of u.
Note that our algorithm always maintains the estimation compo-
nents Est.H[u] and Est.M[u] updated for all nodes u, so the current
estimate for a node u can at any time be quickly computed from
these two values and the current τ .
Lastly, as in the pseudocode, Algorithm 2 is executed to exhaus-
tion, until the seed set influences all nodes. The algorithm can be
stopped also when the seed set S is of certain desired size or when a
desired coverage ∑u∈S Iu/(n`α(0)) is achieved.
5.5 Updating PPS Estimate Components
The positions HM[v,i] and ML[v,i], and accordingly the classifi-
cation of entries (u,d) as H,M, or L, can be updated both when τ
or δ (i)v decreases. When τ decreases, entries can only “move up:”
L entries can become M or H entries and M entries can become H
entries. New entries can also be generated by a reverse Dijkstra on
(v, i). Newly generated entries are always H or M entries. When
δ (i)v decreases, entries can “move down.” In addition, entries at the
tail of index[v,i], those with α(d)≤ α(δ (i)v ), get removed.
When an entry (u,d) changes its classification, or when a new
entry is generated by a reverse Dijkstra, we may need to update the
estimate components Est.H[u] and Est.M[u].
5.5.1 Initial Updates When τ Decreases
When τ decreases, we first (before resuming the reverse Dijk-
stra’s) need to update the classification of existing entries and the
implied changes on Est. The pseudocode for this update is provided
as the function MoveUp() in Appendix D.4.
To efficiently identify the index lists that have entries that change
their classification, we maintain a max priority queues Qhml. It
contains node-instance pairs with priority equal to the reclassifica-
tion threshold, the highest τ that would require reclassification of at
least one entry in the list. The procedure UpdateReclassThresh
computes the reclassification threshold for a pair (v, i) and places
the pair with this priority in Qhml. When τ is decreased, we only
need to process lists of pairs that are at the top of the queue Qhml.
Lastly, we discuss the processing of a list (v, i) which requires
reclassification. The reclassification, the updates of the estimation
components Est, and the update of the reclassification threshold us-
ing UpdateReclassThresh(v,i), are all performed in computation
that is proportional to the number of reclassified entries. In particu-
lar, processing does not require scanning the full list index[v,i]. This
is enabled by the pointers HM[v,i] and ML[v,i].
5.5.2 New Scanned Node
The estimation components also need to be updated when a new
entry is appended to the index[v,i] list when running a reverse Di-
jkstra for (v, i). The pseudocode for this update is included in Al-
gorithm 2. The new scanned node u with distance d creates a new
entry (u,d) which is appended to the end of index[v,i]. A new en-
try is always an H or M entry (otherwise the pause rule applies).
If HM[v,i] 6=⊥, that is, there is at least one M entry in index[v,i],
the new entry must also be an M entry. In this case, we increase
Est.M[u] by 1. If HM[v,i]=⊥, we check if (c← α(d)−α(δ (i)v ))≥
τ . If so, the new entry is an H entry and we increase Est.H[u] by c.
Otherwise, it is the first M entry. We set HM[v,i]← |index[v,i]|−1,
Est.M[u] = 1, and insert the pair (v, i) to the queue Qhml with pri-
ority c. After updates are completed, we recompute the estimated
influence Est.H[u] + τEst.M[u] of the node u and update accord-
ingly the priority of u in Qcands.
5.5.3 New Seed Node
When a new seed node u is selected, we perform a forward
Dijkstra from the seed in each instance i. We update δ (i)v at visited
nodes v and compute the exact marginal influence of the new seed.
The forward Dijkstra is pruned at nodes v with δ (i)v that is smaller
or equal to their distance from u. When we update δ (i)v , we also
may need to reclassify entries in index[v,i], update the positions
HM[v,i] and ML[v,i] and update estimation components Est.H[u]
and Est.M[u] of reclassified entries (u,d) . A pseudocode for this
update is provided as the function MoveDown() in Appendix D.4.
We also update the priority of the pair (v, i) in Qhml and decrease
its priority in Qpairs to (α(µ(v, i))−α(δ (i)v ))/r(i)v (since we do not
track µ(v, i) explicitly in the pseudocode, we instead decrease the
priority to reflect the decrease in δ (i)v ). If the updated priority in
Qpairs is ≤ 0, the reverse Dijkstra of (v, i) is terminated and it is
removed from Qpairs. Note that in this update, entries can only be
reclassified “down:” E.g. an entry (u,d) that was in H can move to
M, L, or be purged, if α(d)≤ α(δ (i)v ).
5.6 Analysis
When we run the algorithm with fixed k = O(ε−2 logn) or use
the adaptive approach in seed selection (as detailed in Section 5.4),
we have the following guarantee on the approximation quality:
THEOREM 5.1. α -SKIM returns a sequence of seeds so that
for each prefix S of size s, with high probability,
Inf(G ,S)≥ (1− (1−1/s)s− ε) max
U ||U |=s
Inf(G ,U). (14)
PROOF. The algorithm, with very high probability, selects a
node with marginal influence that is at least 1− ε of the maximum
one. This follows from a union bound over all steps and nodes of
the quality of the estimate obtained from a PPS sample. We then
apply an approximate variant (e.g., [15]) of the classic proof [37]
of the approximation ratio of GREEDY for monotone submodular
problems.
The worst-case bound on the (expected) running time of α -
SKIMis as follows.The proof is provided in Appendix C. We
note that our design exploits properties of real instances and the
poly-logarithmic overheads are not observed in experiments.
THEOREM 5.2. α -SKIM runs in expected time
O
(
log3 n
ε
`
∑
i=1
|E(i)|+ log
3 n
ε3
n+
logn
ε2
|
⋃`
i=1
E(i)|
)
providing the guarantee (14).
6. EXPERIMENTS
Our algorithms were implemented in C++ and compiled using
Visual Studio 2013 with full optimization. Our test machine runs
Windows 2008R2 Server and has two Intel Xeon E5-2690 CPUs and
384 GiB of DDR3-1066 RAM. Each CPU has 8 cores (2.90 GHz,
8× 64 kiB L1, 8 × 256 kiB, and 20 MiB L3 cache). For consistency,
all runs are sequential.
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The datasets in our experiments are obtained from the SNAP [44]
project and represent social (Epinions, Slashdot [35], Gowalla [10],
TwitterFollowers [22], LiveJournal [2], Orkut [47]) and collabora-
tion (AstroPh [33]) networks. All these graphs are unweighted.
Unless otherwise mentioned, we test our algorithms using `= 64
independent instances generated from the graph by assigning inde-
pendent random length to every edge according to an exponential
distribution with expected value 1 [1, 14, 27]. To do so, we sample a
value x uniformly at random from the range (0,1], then set the edge
length to − lnx. We use ADS parameter k = 64.
6.1 Distance-Based Influence Maximization
We start with the Influence Maximization problem. Recall that
we consider two variants of this problem: threshold influence and
general distance-based influence. We discuss each in turn.
6.1.1 Threshold Influence
Our first experiment considers the performance of T -SKIM (Al-
gorithm 3, Section 3), which finds a sequence of seed nodes such
that each prefix of the sequence approximately maximizes the influ-
ence. Our results are summarized in Table 1. For each dataset, we
first report its total numbers of nodes and edges. This is followed
by the total influence (as a percentage of the total number of nodes
of the graph) of the seed set found by our algorithm. We report
figures for 50 and 1000 seeds and for threshold values T = 0.01 and
T = 0.1. Finally, we show the total running time of our algorithm
when it is stopped after computing an approximate greedy sequence
of 50, 1000, or all n nodes. Note that we omit the respective influ-
ence figure for the seed set that contains all nodes, since it is 100%
by definition.
The table shows that, unsurprisingly, the higher threshold has
higher influence values. This is because the coverage function is
monotone non-decreasing in T . The running time of our algorithm
depends on that influence (since its graph searches must run for
longer), but it is still practical even for fairly large thresholds and
even if we compute the entire permutation. For the largest graph we
test (Orkut), with hundreds of millions of edges, we can compute
the top 50 seeds in less than 15 minutes, and order all nodes in a
few hours using a single CPU core.
Figure 1 presents a more detailed perspective on the same ex-
periment. It shows, for T = 0.01 and T = 0.1, how total influence
and the running times depend on the size of the seed set. We note
that the first few seeds contribute with a disproportionate fraction
of the total influence, particularly with T = 0.1, and an even higher
percentage of the total running time. The overall shape of the curves
is quite similar, with Orkut as a noticeable outlier: its first few
seeds contribute relatively more to the overall influence than in other
instances. Note that Orkut is also the densest instance in our testbed.
We now compare T -SKIM to ConTinEst, the algorithm by Du
et al. [23]. Although their sequential implementation is publicly
available, we were unable to run it on our inputs within reasonable
time. (A preliminary test on AstroPh, our smallest instance, did
not produce any output within five hours.) Note that to evaluate
graphs with more than 1024 vertices, they actually use a distributed
implementation, which they run on a cluster with 192 cores. Unfor-
tunately, we had access neither to such a cluster nor to the distributed
implementation of their algorithm.
In order to still be able to make some comparison, we generated
the same instances as they used in their evaluation: core-periphery
Kronecker networks [44] (parameter matrix: [0.9 0.5; 0.5 0.3]) of
varying size, using the Weibull distribution
f (x,λ ,β ) =
β
λ
( x
λ
)β−1
e−(x/λ )
β
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Figure 2: Left: Comparing T -SKIM to ConTinEst. Right: Er-
ror of T -SKIM and α -SKIM.
for the edge lengths [32]. (Note that λ controls scale and β shape.)
For each edge we chose λ and β uniformly at random from (0,10].
We ran the same experiment as they did, setting |S|= 10, and T = 10.
Figure 2 (left) shows the running times for Kronecker networks of
varying size. We observe that our approach run on a single CPU
core is consistently about 3 orders of magnitude faster than their
algorithm run on a cluster. Unfortunately, we were not able to
compare the computed influence, as those figures are not reported
in [23].
6.1.2 General Distance-Based Influence
We now evaluate α -SKIM, a more general version of our IM algo-
rithm that can handle arbitrary decay functions. For this experiment,
we consider both harmonic and exponential decay functions, the
most commonly used in the literature. To test harmonic decay, we
use α(x) = 1/(10x+1); for exponential decay, we use α = e−10x.
These functions turn out to give interesting influence profiles. In
α -SKIM we initialize τ to n`/k and set λ to 0.5.
Table 2 shows, for both functions, the influence values (in per-
cent) obtained by α -SKIM for 50 and 1000 seeds, as well as the
corresponding running times.
Table 2: Performance of α-SKIM using k = 64, ` = 64,
and exponentially distributed edge weights for 50 and 1000
seeds. We use exponential (exp.: α : x 7→ e−10x) and har-
monic (harm.: α : x 7→ 1/(10x+1)) decay functions.
INFLUENCE [%] RUNNING TIME [SEC]
50 seeds 1000 seeds 50 seeds 1000 seeds
instance exp. harm. exp. harm. exp. harm. exp. harm.
AstroPh 17.6 31.4 33.5 44.9 15 15 43 40
Epinions 7.6 14.9 11.2 18.2 35 40 93 99
Slashdot 16.9 29.1 21.3 32.8 104 88 238 224
Gowalla 13.1 25.9 15.9 28.2 166 213 323 455
TwitterF’s 16.0 26.3 19.7 29.2 1,500 1,387 2,459 2,816
LiveJournal 10.6 23.5 13.4 25.8 5,637 7,765 11,906 13,016
The table shows that α -SKIM is slower than T -SKIM by up
to an order of magnitude for comparable influence. In fact, if we
ran α -SKIM with a threshold function (not shown in the table), it
would be about three times as slow as T -SKIM, while producing the
exact same results. However, this is to be expected, since α -SKIM
is a much more sophisticated (and flexible) algorithm, which, unlike
T -SKIM, can handle smooth decay functions with guarantees.
Even though α -SKIM is slower, it is still practical. It scales well
with the number of seeds (increasing from 50 to 1000 barely doubles
the total running time) and can still handle very large graphs.
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Figure 4: Evaluating different numbers of simulations (`-values) for different decay functions on AstroPh.
Figure 3 presents a more detailed view of the same experiment
(for a few graphs), with up to n seeds. It shows that computing a
full permutation (with n seeds) is not much more expensive than
computing n/1000 (a few dozen) seeds. An interesting difference
between these results and those for T -SKIM (reported in Figure 1)
is that for α -SKIM the running time grows less smoothly with the
number of seeds. The discontinuities correspond to decreases in the
sampling threshold τ , causing additional sampling.
6.1.3 Solution Quality
Figure 2 (right) compares the quality of the seed sets found by T -
SKIM (for threshold decay) and α -SKIM (for exponential and
harmonic decays) with those found by exact GREEDY on AstroPh
(` = 64 simulations). We consider sets of size 1 to 103 and the
same decay functions as above. Each point of the curve represents
the error (in percent) of our algorithm when compared to GREEDY.
We observe that the error is very low in general (less than 1% for
exponential and harmonic decay, and less than 4% for threshold).
Considering the fact that SKIM is many orders of magnitude faster
than GREEDY (while still providing strong guarantees), these errors
are acceptable. Note that the error of the first seed vertex is very low
in all cases (close to 0%), indicating that SKIM does very well in
finding the most influential node.
The quality of the solutions provided by the algorithm with re-
spect to the probabilistic input (graph distribution) depends on the
number of instances (simulations) `. Our experiments so far have
used `= 64. We now compare this with other choices of `. Figure 4
compares the quality of the seed sets found by GREEDY for AstroPh
for `= 4,16,64,128 with those found by `= 256. We consider sets
of size 1 to 50 and three different decay functions: exponential,
harmonic, and threshold (with T = 0.01). Each point in the curve
represents the error (in percent) relative to the solution with `= 256.
Although the error is consistently high for the threshold IM when `
is very small, it becomes negligible for `≥ 64, justifying our choice
of parameters. For smoother (exponential or harmonic) decay, all
errors are significantly smaller, and even smaller values of ` would
be acceptable.
6.2 Distance-Based Influence Oracle
We now evaluate our influence oracles. Recall that this setting
has two stages. The preprocessing stage takes as input only the
graph and computes sketches. The query stage takes a set S of seeds
and a function α and uses the sketches to estimate the influence
of S with respect to α . Note that same preprocessing stage can be
used to answer queries for any decay function α . For this experi-
ment, we consider three such functions: exponential (α(x) = e−10x),
harmonic (α(x) = 1/(10x+1)), and threshold (with T = 0.01).
Table 3 summarizes our results in this setting. For each dataset
tested, it first shows the preprocessing time and the total space
required to store all sketches. Then, for each decay function, we
report the query time (in microseconds) and the estimation error
for random sets S of sizes 1, 50, and 1000. (Note that measuring
the error requires computing exact influence of each seed set with
multiple Dijkstra searches; this time is not included in the table.)
Each entry in the table is the average of 100 random seed sets.
The table shows that, as predicted, query times are almost inde-
pendent of the α function, the size of the influenced set, and the
size of the graph. Moreover, they have a slightly superlinear depen-
dence on the number of seeds. Queries are somewhat slower than
for reachability-based IC (as reported in [15]), since sketches are
bigger and the estimator is more involved. Our oracles are much
more flexible, however, and still practical. For 50 seeds, one can
answer queries in a few milliseconds, whereas an exact computation
could take minutes or more on large graphs. Moreover, its error is
consistently low, regardless of the number of seeds.
7. CONCLUSION
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We formulate and study a model of distance-based influence
which captures decay of relevance with distance, and unifies and
extends several established research threads. We design novel near-
linear algorithms for greedy influence maximization and a construc-
tion of influence oracles. In future, we hope to apply our novel
weighted-sampling approach for approximate greedy influence max-
imization to scale up other submodular maximization problems.
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Table 3: Evaluating the distance-based influence oracle with `= 64.
PREPROCESSING QUERIES WITH α : x 7→ e−10x QUERIES WITH α : x 7→ 1/(10x+1) QUERIES WITH T = 0.01
1 seed 50 seeds 1000 seeds 1 seed 50 seeds 1000 seeds 1 seed 50 seeds 1000 seeds
time space time err. time err. time err. time err. time err. time err. time err. time err. time err.
instance [h:m] [MiB] [µs] [%] [µs] [%] [µs] [%] [µs] [%] [µs] [%] [µs] [%] [µs] [%] [µs] [%] [µs] [%]
AstroPh 0:10 149.2 38 7.2 9,695 1.2 229,340 0.5 31 4.4 9,152 4.1 227,943 0.5 27 1.1 8,855 0.4 204,551 2.8
Epinions 0:46 674.0 32 3.2 8,552 1.1 222,470 1.0 26 2.2 9,203 1.2 196,717 0.5 22 0.5 8,267 0.3 191,709 0.6
Slashdot 1:10 851.4 46 5.6 11,884 1.5 310,170 0.4 38 3.2 10,970 1.9 291,185 1.2 73 0.6 13,768 0.4 247,509 0.6
Gowalla 3:55 2,558.6 52 3.8 17,109 1.0 356,818 0.4 47 2.9 14,151 2.2 289,318 0.8 61 1.2 16,092 0.6 329,976 0.3
TwitterF’s 19:33 6,165.1 51 3.8 13,816 1.4 365,366 0.7 42 2.6 13,166 1.5 379,296 0.9 39 2.3 13,912 0.7 360,766 0.2
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APPENDIX
A. RUNNING TIME ANALYSIS FOR T -SKIM
The computation is dominated by two components. The first
is the reversed pruned Dijkstra searches which build the inverted
sketches. The second is the forward pruned Dijkstra searches that
we use to compute and update the residual problem after a new
seed node is selected. In both components we use pruned shortest-
paths computations (whereas SKIM for reachability-based influence
uses generic searches). The bound on the number of reversed edge
traversals performed for sketch building and the analysis deriving
this bound are essentially the same as with reachability-based SKIM
[15]: We bound the total number of increments to the entries in the
array size. Each entry in that array corresponds to a node and the
size (number of entries) in the partial sketch. Recall that the sketches
themselves are maintained in an inverted structure.
The number of forward traversals from u in instance i corresponds
to the number of times the distance δ [u,i] of node u in instance i
from the seed set is updated. As we discussed in Section 2.2 the
worst-case number of updates can depend on the number of seeds
with exact distance-based greedy. The approximate selection of T -
SKIM, however, is such that all seed nodes with marginal influence
that is close to the maximum one (within k−0.5) have approximately
the same probability of being selected. This means that we can
invoke Theorem 2.1 to obtain an expected O(ε−1 log2 n) bound.
We therefore obtain the following time bound for an exhaustive
execution of T -SKIM (until influence of S approaches n):
THEOREM A.1. T -SKIM guarantees with high probability, for
all s, that the first s selected seeds have influence that is at least
1− (1−1/s)s− ε times the maximum influence of a seed set of size
s, and runs in expected time
O(ε−1∑
i
|E(i)| log3 n+mε−2 log3 n) , (15)
where m≤ |⋃i E(i)| is the sum over nodes of the maximum in-degree
over instances.
We note that this upper bounds the worst-case behavior. Our
experiments verify that typically the computation is dominated by
the reverse searches and the number of edge traversals is much
smaller. We propose another solution of theoretical interest which
provides worst-case robustness of the number of forward traversals
at the cost of a slight softening of the sharp threshold. This design
was not implemented.
We first formalize the notion of a softened threshold T in the
influence function: For a parameter ν ∈ (0,1), we only require
approximation with respect to the maximum influence of a seed set
of size s when the threshold is (1−ν)T . Since we expect the value
of the threshold used in an application not be precise anyway, this
relaxation approximates the intended semantics of using a threshold
of T .
We next outline a slight modification of T -SKIM which provides
a bound on the running time and approximation quality with respect
to the soft threshold.
THEOREM A.2. Our modified T -SKIM, guarantees with high
probability, for all s that the first s selected seeds have influence
for threshold function α(x) = x≤ T ?1 : 0 that is at least 1− (1−
1/s)s− ε times the maximum influence of a seed set of size s with
respect to a threshold function α(x) = x ≤ (1− ν)T ?1 : 0. The
algorithm runs in time
O(ν−1∑
i
|E(i)| logn+mε−2 log3 n) , (16)
where m≤ |⋃i E(i)| is the sum over nodes of the maximum in-degree
over instances.
PROOF. We outline the modifications needed to support the soft
threshold.
In the forward searches, we only propagate updates to δ [v,i] when
the decrease in distance is at least νT . In particular, the reversed
Dijkstras are always pruned at distance T (1−ν) and the forward
Dijkstras are pruned when d ≤ T or d > δ [v,i]−νT . This means
that at any given time, if d(i)Sv ≤ (1−νT ) then δ [v,i] ∈ [d
(i)
Sv ,d
(i)
Sv +
νT ]. That is, node-instance pairs of distance at most (1− ν)T
are counted as influenced and pairs of distance greater than T are
not influenced, but other pairs can be counted either way and our
estimation guarantee is with respect to a threshold of (1−ν)T .
When discretizing to νT , we obtain a worst-case guarantee of
1/ν on the number of updates of δ [v,i] in each node-instance pair.
In total, we obtain the claimed worst-case bound on the running
time.
B. OPTIMAL ORACLE ESTIMATOR
We show that the distance-based influence estimator presented in
Algorithm 4 is an instance of the L∗ estimator of [13].
We first explain the derivation of the estimator. Similarly to the
single node, this is a sum estimator applied to each summand (v, i)
in Equation (7) to obtain an unbiased estimate of α(minu∈S d
(i)
uv ).
Rank values r that belong to pairs (v, i) where v ∈ S can be iden-
tified because they must appear as (r,0) in cADS(v) when we use
structured permutation ranks. For these pairs, we do not compute
an estimate but simply add an exact contribution of |S|α(0) to the
estimated influence.
The remaining rank values are those associated with pairs that
have a positive distance from S. That is, a pair (v, i) so that d(i)Sv > 0.
We would like to estimate α(minu∈S d
(i)
uv ) for each such pair (v, i).
We apply the L∗ estimator of Cohen [13], which is applicable to any
monotone estimation problem (MEP) and is the unique admissible
(nonnegative unbiased) monotone estimator. We first show that
our estimation problem is a MEP. To represent the problem as a
MEP, we fix the rank values of all pairs, and consider the outcome
(presence in cADS(u) for u ∈ S) as a function of the “random seed”
r(i)v . Clearly, the lower r
(i)
v is, the more information we have (a
tighter upper bound) on α(d(i)Sv ). Therefore, the problem is a MEP.
The information in the outcome is actually contained in the sky-
line skylines[r(i)v ] derived from the set of occurrences of the rank r
(i)
v
in the sketches of S. When the skyline for a pair (v, i) is empty (r(i)v
is not included in any of the sketches of nodes in S), the L∗ estimate
is 0 and is not explicitly computed.
Note that the estimator is applied to each rank value r(i)v 6∈ Z (and
does not require explicit knowledge of the corresponding pair (v, i)).
Since the L∗ estimator is admissible, it dominates the union es-
timator and in particular has CV at most 1/
√
2(k−1). Note that
this is an upper bound on the CV; the worst case is |S|= 1 or when
sketches are very similar. As with reachability sketches, we can
expect the estimate quality to be up to a factor of
√|S| smaller
when the “coverage” of different seed nodes are sufficiently dif-
ferent. Similarly, Chernoff concentration bounds apply here: If
we use k = ε−2c lnn, the relative error exceeds ε with probability
≤ 1/nc. Therefore, with high probability, we can be accurate on
polynomially many queries.
C. RUNNING TIME OF α-SKIM
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This section provides the proof of Theorem 5.2. We also provide
a slightly tighter worst-case bound on the (expected) running time
for (i) the important cases of polynomial or exponential decay (both
are instances of α with nonpositive relative rate of change) and
(ii) general decay functions when we consider approximation with
respect to relaxed influence computed with slight perturbations in
distances:
THEOREM C.1. A modified Algorithm α -SKIM runs in expected
time
O(
log2 n
ε
`
∑
i=1
|E(i)|+ log
2 n
ε3
n+
logn
ε2
|
⋃`
i=1
E(i)|)=O(ε−3
`
∑
i=1
|E(i)| log2 n)
providing the guarantee (14) when (lnα(x))′ ≤ 0 (α has nonpos-
itive relative rate of change). For a general decay function α ,
we obtain with high probability approximation with respect to
maxU ||U |=s ˜Inf(G ,U), where ˜Inf(G ,S)≡ ∑u∈V α((1+ ε)dSu).
We first list the main components of the α -SKIM computation,
the bounds we obtain on the computation of each component, and
pointers to the proofs in the sequel. The analysis assumes that
λ = 0.5.
• The reversed Dijkstra runs when building the sketches, includ-
ing updating the sample and estimation data structures as new
entries are inserted. Since we use efficient structures to identify
which runs need to be resumed and to update estimates and
samples, this component is dominated by the Dijkstra compu-
tations. We obtain a bound of O(k log2 n∑v maxi∈[`] deg(i)(v))
on the number of operations (see Lemma C.5).
• The forward Dijkstra runs which update the residual prob-
lem after a seed node is selected. We express the bound
in terms of the maximum number of times, which we de-
note by X , that δ (i)v is decreased for a pair (i,v). We con-
sider both bounding X and its impact on the time bound In
Section C.3. We show that the forward Dijkstra runs take
O(X∑i∈[`] |E(i)| logn) operations (see Lemma C.6). We ob-
tain a bound of X = O(ε−1 log2 n) using Theorem 2.1. We
also obtain a slightly tighter bound of X = O(ε−1 logn) for a
slightly modified algorithm. The modified algorithm has the
same approximation guarantee (as in Theorem 5.1) when α
has nonpositive relative rate of change. For general α , the
guarantee is with respect to a relaxed condition. In practice
on realistic inputs, however, we expect X to be small and we
observed good running times even without the modifications.
• Updating the sample and estimation structures when entries are
reclassified down. This happens after a seed is added when the
forward Dijkstra run from the seed in instance i updates δ (i)v .
This means all samples which include a (v, i) entry need to be
updated. Expressed in terms of X , this cost is O(Xnk logn)
(see Lemma C.7).
• Updating the sampling and estimation structures when entries
are reclassified up. This can happen after τ is decreased. We
obtain a bound of O(nk log2 n) (in Section C.1).
C.1 The threshold τ
An immediate upper bound on the maximum influence of a node
is nα(0). This means that we can safely initialize our algorithm
with τ = (nα(0)`)/k and have an expected initial sample sizes O(k)
for each node.
We next observe that we can safely terminate the algorithm when
τ decreases to below τ ≤ εα(0)`/k and incur at most O(ε) contribu-
tion to the error. To establish that, first observe that the threshold τ
is decreased only when the maximum estimated marginal influence,
over all nodes, is less than τk. Therefore, when τ ≤ εα(0)`/kl,
the maximum marginal influence of all nodes is at most εα(0).
Now observe that at this point, for all s′ ≥ 0, if we add s′ addi-
tional seed nodes, the relative contribution of these nodes is at most
≤ (s′εα(0)/((s+ s′)α(0))≤ ε (The denominator (s+ s′)α(0) is a
lower bound on the total influence of any seed set of size s+ s′).
Combining the start and end values of τ , we obtain the following
bound on the total number of times τ is decreased:
LEMMA C.1. τ can decrease at most log1/λ (n/ε) = O(logn)
times.
When τ decreases, we have the property that the PPS samples of
all nodes are of size smaller than k (otherwise we have an estimate
that exceeds kτ).
After τ is decreased, we extend the samples to be with respect to
the new τ . We show that the expected sample size remains O(k):
LEMMA C.2. For every node, the expected number of entries
after a threshold decrease τ ← λτ is at most k/λ , with good con-
centration.
PROOF. Equivalently, we consider the size of a PPS sample with
threshold λτ when the total weight of the set is at most kτ .
We are now ready to bound the total number of reclassification of
sample entries.
LEMMA C.3. The total number of reclassifications of entries in
the sample is O(nk logn)
PROOF. An entry in index[v,i] can only be reclassified down
3 times before it is removed from the sample (from H to M, M
to L, or L to removal), unless it is reclassified up. An entry can
be reclassified up only when τ decreases, which happens at most
O(logn) times. Each decrease “resets” at most kn entries to class
H: Either existing entries reclassified up or at most new entries
(since by Lemma C.2 expected sample sizes remain O(k)). These
entries can then be reclassified down at most 3 times before they are
eliminated from the sample. So the total number is O(nk logn).
We are now ready to bound the total work performed by updating
the sample and estimation components by entries being reclassified
up as a result of a τ decrease (MoveUp calls). The cost of each such
call is proportional to the number of reclassified entries. It also
requires a call to the priority queue to efficiently find all inverted
samples with at least one reclassified element. In the worst case,
the cost is O(log(n`) = O(logn) times the number of reclassifica-
tions. In total using Lemma C.3, we obtain a worst case bound of
O(nk log2 n) on the reclassification-up component of the computa-
tion.
C.2 Bounding the reversed Dijkstra computa-
tions
We bound the expected total number of distinct entries (pairs
(v, i)) that were included in the PPS sample of a node u at any point
during the execution of the algorithm.
LEMMA C.4. For a node v, the number of distinct entries in the
sample of v during the execution of the algorithm is O(k logn) with
good concentration (of the upper bound).
PROOF. Each decrease of τ introduces in expectation O(k) new
entries, and there are O(logn) such decreases (Lemma C.1).
We can now bound the work of the reverse Dijkstra runs used to
construct the sketches
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LEMMA C.5. The number of operations performed by the re-
verse Dijkstra runs is O(k log2 n∑v maxi∈[`] deg(i)(v))
PROOF. Each productive scan of a node u by a reverse Dijkstra
sourced at (v, i) (productive means that the node was next on the
Dijkstra state priority queue) means that the entry (v, i) is inserted
into a PPS sample of u, updating the estimation structure accordingly.
This involves O(logn) operations in updating priority queues in the
state of the Dijkstra run, structures maintaining the samples, and
looking at all outgoing edges of the node in the transposed instance
G(i).
Each such scan can be charged to an entry inserted into a PPS
sample. From Lemma C.4, we obtain that each node, in expectation,
can have O(k logn) such entries. Therefore, the node is scanned
O(k logn) times.
We remark that if the instances are generated by an IC model, we
can replace maxi∈[`] deg(i)(v) by the expected degree E[deg(v)] and
accordingly obtain the bound O(k log2 nE[|E|]).
C.3 Bounding the expected number of times
δ (i)v decreases for a certain pair (v, i)
We now bound the n umber of updates of δ (i)v performed as seed
are added when maintaining the residual problem.
If we have a bound of X on the number of updates per node-
instance pair, then
LEMMA C.6. The computation of the forward Dijkstra runs is
O(X∑i∈[`] |E(i)| logn).
PROOF. Each node-instance scan can be charged to a decrease
of δ (i)v .
We also can express the total cost of the MoveDown() calls by X .
LEMMA C.7. The total computation of all MoveDown calls is
O(Xnk logn) .
PROOF. Each call to MoveDown for (v, i) updates a value for
(v, i) in a priority queue (at O(logn) cost), which is of the order
of the forward Dijkstra computation that generated the update of
δ (i)v . Otherwise, the MoveDown call performs a number of operations
that is linear in the number of active entries in index[v,i] (entries
that are in a sample of some node). In addition, MoveDown may
also permanently discard entries at the tail of the index[v,i], but the
removal of these entries is charged to their insertion.
It remains to bound the computation of MoveDown when process-
ing active entries of index[v,i]. Using Lemma C.4, there is a total of
O(nk logn) entries that were active in a sample at any point during
the execution. Each such entry can be affected at most X times.
We now bound X . As argued in Section 3, we expect X =O(logn)
on realistic instances. Now noting that our sampled-based greedy
selection satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.1, we obtain a bound
of X = O(ε−2 log2 n).
Here we propose modifications of the algorithm that allow us
to obtain a slightly tighter bound on X in interesting cases. The
first case covers all smooth decay functions that are exponential or
slower:
LEMMA C.8. We can modify α -SKIM so that when α(x) has a
nonpositive relative rate of change, that is, (lnα(x))′ ≥ 0, then
X = O(ε−1 logn) .
The modification preserves the approximation ratio stated in Theo-
rem 5.1.
PROOF. The requirement (lnα(x))′ ≥ 0 implies that for all x≥ 0,
d ≥ 0, and ∆≥ 0,
α(d−∆)−α(d)
α(d)
≥ α(x+d−∆)−α(d)
α(x+d)
.
This means that when we apply the following prune rules on forward
updates of δ (i)v : We prune at nodes where
α(d−∆)−α(d)
α(d)
≤ ε , (17)
where d is the current value of δ (i)v and d−∆ is the updated value,
the condition (17) would actually hold for all nodes in instance i
reachable from v via the Dijkstra search (since all these nodes have
larger δ (i)v .
The prune condition implies that for (v, i) and all nodes Dijkstra
would have reached from the pruned one, the updated influence
contribution by the better (closer) coverage is at most ε times the
previous value. So with this pruning, the influence of the seed set is
captured with relative error of at most ε .
We also observe that we can also always prune the Dijkstra com-
putations when the distance satisfies α(d)≤ α(0)/n2 ≤ εα(0)/n.
Combining, it means that with the prune rules, the total number
of updates of δ (i)v per node-instance pair is O(ε−1 logn).
LEMMA C.9. We can modify the algorithm so that for any gen-
eral decay function α , X = O(ε−1 logn). With the modification, we
obtain that with high probability,
Inf(G ,S)≥ (1− (1−1/s)s− ε) max
U ||U |=|S|
˜Inf(G ,U) ,
where ˜Inf(G ,S)≡ ∑u∈V α((1+ ε)dSu).
PROOF. We can apply a similar prune rule in the forward Dijkstra
runs which updates only when the decrease to distance is at least
ε times the current distance. This would give us a bound on the
number of updates, but a weaker approximation guarantee that
holds with respect to a softened influence function ∑u∈V α((1+
ε)dSu).
D. PSEUDOCODE
D.1 Functions for Distance-Based GREEDY
This appendix contains the pseudocode of functions for our
distance-based version of GREEDY from Section 2.
Function MargGain(u): Marginal influence of u
Input: Residual instance (G ,δ ) and node u
Output: Inf((G ,δ ),u)
Iu← 0 ; // sum of marginal contributions
foreach instance i do
Run Dijkstra from u in G(i), during which
foreach visited node v at distance d do
if α(d) = 0 or d ≥ δ [v,i] then Pruneelse
Iu
+←α(d)−α(δ [v,i])
return Iu/`
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Function AddSeed(u): Update δ according to u
Input: Residual instance (G ,δ ) and node u
foreach instance i do
Run Dijkstra from u in G(i), during which
foreach visited node v at distance d do
if α(d) = 0 or d ≥ δ [v,i] then Pruneelse δ [v,i]← d
D.2 Algorithms for Threshold Model
This appendix contains the pseudocode of algorithms for thresh-
old influence maximization (Section 3)
Algorithm 3: Threshold IM (T -SKIM)
Input: Directed graphs {G(i)}, threshold T , parameter k
Output: Sequence of node and marginal influence pairs
// Initialization
forall the node/instance pairs (u, i) do δ [u,i]← ∞ forall the
nodes v do size[v]← 0 index← hash map of node-instance
pairs to nodes
seedlist←⊥ // List of seeds & marg. influences
rank← 0
shuffle the n` node-instance pairs (u, i)
// Compute seed nodes
while |seedlist|< n do
while rank< n` do // Build sketches
rank← rank+1
(u, i)← rank-th pair in shuffled sequence
if δ [u,i]< ∞ then skip; // Pair (u, i) is covered
run Dijkstra from u in reverse graph G(i), during which
foreach scanned node v in distance d do
if d > T then prune; // Prune at depth T
size[v]← size[v]+1
index[u,i]← index[u,i]∪{v}
if size[v]= k then
x← v // Next seed node
abort sketch building
if all nodes u have size[u]< k then
x← argmaxu∈V size[u]
Ix← 0 // The coverage of x
forall the instances i do // Residual problem
run Dijkstra from x in forward graph G(i), during which
foreach scanned node v in distance d do
if δ [v,i]≤ d or d > T then prune if δ [v,i]= ∞
then Ix← Ix +1 δ [v,i]← d
forall the nodes w in index[v,i] do
size[w]← size[w]−1
index[v, i]←⊥ // Erase (v, i) from index
seedlist.append(x, Ix/`)
return seedlist
D.3 Algorithms for Distance-Based Influence
Oracle
This appendix contains the pseudocode for our distance-based
influence oracle (Section 4).
Algorithm 4: Distance-Based Influence Oracle
Input: Seed set S, function α , sketches cADS(u) for u ∈ S
Output: Estimated influence for S
// Remember ranks who have distance zero in at
least one sketch with respect to S
Z← empty set (e.g. hash map) of ranks
forall the nodes u ∈ S do
foreach entry (r,d) ∈ cADS(u) with d = 0 do
Z.insert(r)
// Build for each appearing rank a set of
threshold rank/influence pairs
skylines← new hash map from rank to array of pairs
forall the nodes u ∈ S do
Q← new max-heap of k smallest rank values
foreach entry (r,d) ∈ cADS(u) do
if |Q|< k then
if r 6∈ Z then skylines[r].append((1.0,α(d))
Q.insert(r)
else
if r 6∈ Z then
skylines[r].append((Q.max_element(),α(d))
Q.insert(r)
Q.delete_max(r)
// Eliminate dominated entries
forall the ranks r ∈ skylines do
// Sort by threshold rank in decreasing
order. Break ties by decreasing α
sort(skylines[r])
α∗← 0
forall the thresh. rank/infl. pairs (τ,α) ∈ skylines[r] do
if α < α∗ then skylines[r].erase((τ,α)) else
α∗← α
// This calls the L* estimator for each skyline
return |S| ·α(0)+(1/`) ·∑r∈skylines L*(skylines[r])
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Algorithm 5: L∗estimator applied to a sorted skyline
Input: A sorted skyline skylines[r]= {(τ j,α j)}
Output: L∗(skylines[r])
S← 0; x← 0
for i = 1, . . . , |skylines[r]| do
x← (αi−S)/τi // Note that x is overwritten
if i< |skylines[r]| then S← S+ x · (τi− τi+1)
return x
Algorithm 6: Combine rank-distance lists
Input: Two rank-distance lists A1 and A2
Output: Combined all-distance sketch ADSc
ADSc← new (empty) ADS
// Merge sketches by increasing distance,
breaking ties by increasing rank
tempsketch← merge(A1, A2)
numzero← 0
Q← new max-heap of k smallest rank values
// Handle entries with distance 0
foreach entry (r,d) ∈ tempsketch with d = 0 do
if numzero< k then ADSc(u).append((r,d))
Q.insert(r)
if |Q|> k then Q.delete_max()
numzero← numzero+1
// Handle the rest of the entries
foreach entry (r,d) ∈ tempsketch with d > 0 do
if |Q|< k or r <Q.max_element() then
ADSc(u).append((r,d))
Q.insert(r)
if |Q|> k then Q.delete_max()
return ADSc
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D.4 Functions for α-SKIM
This appendix contains the subroutines of Algorithm 2 (α -SKIM),
our fast algorithm for distance-based influence maximization.
Function NextSeed
Output: The node u which maximizes Est.H[u]+ τEst.M[u],
if happy with estimate. Otherwise ⊥.
while true do
if max priority in Qcands< kτ then return ⊥ else
Remove maximum priority u from Qcands;
Iˆu← Est.H[u]+ τEst.M[u];
if Iˆu ≥ kτ and Iˆu ≥ max in Qcands then
Iu← MargGain(u);
if Iu ≥ (1−1/
√
k)Iˆu then return (u, Iˆu)else
Place u with priority Iu in Qcands;
return ⊥
else
Place u with priority Iˆu in Qcands
Function MoveUp Update estimates after decrreasing τ
foreach (v, i) in Qhml with priority ≥ τ do
delete (v, i) from Qhml
// Process index[v,i]
if HM[v,i] 6=⊥ then // move entries from M/L to H
while HM[v,i]< |index[v,i]| and
(u,d)← index[v,i][HM[v,i]] satisfies
(c← α(d)−α(δ (i)v ))≥ τ do
Est.H[u] +←c
if ML[v,i]=⊥ or ML[v,i]> HM[v,i] then
// Entry was M
Est.M[u] −←1
HM[v,i] +←1
if ML[v,i] 6=⊥ and ML[v,i]< HM[v,i] then
ML[v,i]← HM[v,i]
if HM[v,i]≥ |index[v,i]| then
HM[v,i]←⊥; ML[v,i]←⊥
if ML[v,i] 6=⊥ then // Move from L to M
while ML[v,i]< |index[v,i]| and
(u,d)← index[v,i][ML[v,i]] satisfies
α(d)−α(δ (i)v )≥ r(i)v τ do
ML[v,i] +←1; Est.M[u] +←1
if ML[v,i]≥ |index[v,i]| then ML[v,i]←⊥
UpdateReclassThresh(v,i) // update Qhml
Function UpdateReclassThresh(v, i)
Output: Update priority of (v, i) in Qhml
c← 0;
if HM[v,i] 6=⊥ then
(u,d)← index[v,i][HM[v,i]]; c← α(d)−α(δ (i)v )
if ML[v,i] 6=⊥ then
(u,d)← index[v,i][ML[v,i]];
c←max{c,(α(d)−α(δ (i)v ))/r(i)v }
if c> 0 then
update priority of (v, i) in Qhml to c
Function MoveDown ((v, i),δ0,δt)
Output: Update estimation components for (v, i) when δ (i)v
decreases from δ0 to δt
j← 0; t←⊥; HM[v,i]←⊥;
z← |index[v,i]|−1; if ML[v,i] 6=⊥ then z←ML[v,i]
ML[v,i]←⊥
while j ≤ z do
(u,d)← index[v,i][ j];
if α(d)−α(δ0)≥ τ then // entry was H
Est.H[u] −←α(d)−α(δ0);
if α(d)−α(δt)≥ τ then // is H
Est.H[u] +←α(d)−α(δt)
else if α(d)−α(δt)≥ r(i)v τ then // is M
Est.M[u] +←1; if HM[v,i]=⊥ then HM[v,i]= j
else if α(d)≤ α(δt) then // truncate
if t =⊥ then t = j
else // is L
if ML[v,i]=⊥ then ML[v,i]← j
else if α(d)−α(δ0)≥ r(i)v τ then // entry was M
if α(d)−α(δt)≥ r(i)v τ then // is M
if HM[v,i]=⊥ then HM[v,i]← j
else // is not M
Est.M[u] −←1;
if α(d)≤ α(δt) then // truncate
if t =⊥ then t = j
else // is L
if ML[v,i]=⊥ then ML[v,i]← j
j +←1
if t 6=⊥ then truncate index[v,i] from t on. else // clean
tail
t← |index[v,i]|−1;
while t ≥ 0 and (u,d)← index[v,i][t] has α(d)≤ α(δt) do
t −←1
truncate index[v,i] at position t+1 on
Remove pair (v, i) from Qhml
UpdateReclassThresh(v,i) // Update Qhml
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